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In this paper the solution is given to the problem of the flow of a gas 

jet issuing from a channel with parallel walls, and flowing past a flat 

plate. In the solution, use is made of a suggestion of Falkovich [ 1 3 , 
which makes it possible to extend Chaplygin’s method [ 2 1 for the solu- 

tion of the gas jet problem to jet problems having a number of character- 

istic speeds greater than one. The solutions of the problem of the flow 

of a free jet past a flat plate, of the problem of a flat plate in a jet 

of incompressible fluid issuing from a channel, and of other problems, 

follow from the solution of the present problem as special cases. 

1. Due to the symmetry of the problem it is sufficient to consider 

only half the flow (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. 

Here AB is the wall of the channel, EO is the axis of symmetry, OK the 
plate, BC and DK are free surfaces of the jet. Let v1 be the velocity of 

the gas at infinity in the channel, v2 - the velocity of the gas on the 
free surfaces of the jet, B- the angle of inclination of the jet velocity 

at infinity downstream of the plate, 21 - the diameter of the plate, 2d - 
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the diameter of the channel, s-the distance of the plate from the mouth 

of the channel. If the gas flow is denoted by Q, and I? = 0 is taken on 

the line EOKD, then we must have $ = l/2 Q on the line ABC. 

In the hodograph plane ~6, where the variables are r = ~~/~~,,,ax, where 

u is the speed and urnax - the maximum flow speed, and 6- the angle of 

inclination of the velocity to the x-axis, the flow maps into a quadrant 

of a circle (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2. 

The boundary conditions are as follows: 

+= 0 for O<r<rl, 0=0 

J, = f Q for r1 <r < -r2, 13 = 0 (1.i) 

+=o for 0<7<72, 0= $7z_! 

II,= $Q for r=72,0<0<m 
(1.2) 

+=o for v=vr, m<0<+n 

Assuming that the velocities are subsonic, we look for a solution of 
the form 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

anzn (r) sin 2n9 for 0<7 <+ri 

n-1 

*+*+q ; (A ,zn (7) + B,C, (T)} sin 2nO for 71 <r < 72 
n-i 

Here 1/, is the stream function, 
equation [ 2 I , 

z,(r) is an integral of Chaplygin’s 
regular at r = 0, and l,(r) is another integral of that 

equation [ 1.4 [, linearly independent of the first integral. 

In what follows we shall make use of the equality 
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w (z,, C,) = 
Zn’L n’ 

I 1 (1 -T)@ 
= n - z r 1 

(“=L) 
n-n 7-l (1.5) 

Here y is the polytropic index. 

The stream function 15, defined by equations (1.3) and (1.4). satisfies 

the boundary condition (1.1). We now require that the boundary condition 

(1.2) be satisfied and that I’!~ be the analytic continuation of 5/‘1 from 

the region 0 < r < r 1 into the region 7 1 < r < r2: 

h-(d = $Q fl)r O<@<m, $2 (%I = 0 fpr m<8<+7E (1.6) 

for 0 <O < f= (1.7) 

Substituting into (1.6) and (1.7) the expressions for !/fl and I,$,, we 

find the coefficients en, An, B,. This also determines the stream func- 

t ion 1,“. We have 
(I.81 

where, for convenience of writing, we have put 

For tl = 72 = To, we find from (1.8). using (1.51, that 

$ (J = i + (1 - cos 2inn) 
z, w 

- sin 2n0 
z, (50) 

n-1 

(1.11) 

The last result gives the stream function for the flow of a free gas 

jet past a flat plate, as found by Chaplygin [ 2 1. 

2. Taking into account that along the plate !/i = 0 = const and 6 = 

l/2 n = const, we obtain 

Here \/2a = urnax. Putting into (2.1) the stream function qh, as given 

by relations (1.8) and (I. 9). and iutegrating from r = 0 (y = 0) to 

T =T 2 (y = I), we obtain 
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(2.2) 

Here use has been made of the equality [ 2 1 

The same expression applies to <,,(r ). Use was also made of the equal- 

ity 
+t 

s 

1- (2g + 1) 7 dr 1 1 

T1 
7 (1 - .)P+l F = &(I -T# - v/T, (I- t# 

If the expressions d( z,\/r)/dr and d(<,dr )/dr are expanded and <,‘(r) 

is eliminated by means ‘of (1.5), then we find from (2.2) 

$eK=xw O3 (-1r2 

n-1 
1 cos 2mn 

(1-9) 

p 

[ 

s,'(r2) 1 + 2rz ___ - 
z, (d 1 

1 72 

- (1 - T,)P I( ) < I’= + 27 i~ll+[($(i_l.,)s -(l_lJ (2.3) 

In the same way, the functions r,,(r) are eliminated in general. 

If use is made of Chaplygin’s function x,,(r) and the expression for 

the mass flow. 

7 z,’ (4 
xn (T) = - - 

n z, (4 9 
Q = 2d m (1 - q)O 

and also the equality ’ 

i 

(- l)n-l co9 2mn ?F cos m - 2 
W-1 - 4 

n-1 

then (2.3) may be written in the following form: 

“‘/i-T] p - 
) \I - ‘cz, 

cos m + 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 
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3. For what follows, we note that, from (1. IO). 

f, (TV) = cos 2mn (3.1) 

Relation (3.2) is obtained by differentiating (1.10) and making use 

of (1.5) and (2.4). 

Instead of the axes X, y, we introduce the axes x‘, y’, taking for axis 
X’ the straight line toward which the free surfaces of the jet tend, 

downstream of the plate, while for the origin 0’ we take the point of 

intersection of that straight line with the axis of symmetry (Fig. I). 

Let 0’ have the coordinates x = o, y = 0. We shall also take the distance 

s as a coordinate, i.e. we shall take its sign into account. In the new 

axes we will have 

fly’ 1 

GF =- v (I- .;p [ 

a:, 
27% 

WJ 
sin 8’ f gji cos 8’ 

I 
(0’ = 8 - m) (3.3) 

Integrating (3.3) from 8’ = 0 to 6’ = l/2 R - II and putting r = r2, 

we obtain for point M the ordinate y’ = cz sin R + I cos m. Integrating 

from 8 = 0 to 6’ = - I and putting f = r2, we obtain for point B the 

ordinate y’ = -(s - a) sin I + d cos II. If, from the first expression 

obtained in this way, we subtract the second one, complete squares and 

use (2.41, we obtain 

(3.4) 

If in (3.4) we put expressions I/d, fnfr2 ), f,‘{r $ from (2.61, (3.1) 

and (3.21, we obtain 

Relations (2.6) and (3.5) give the dependence atnongst the PaXmeterS 

of the problem, l/d, s/d, rl, r2 and a. As for the pressure R on the 

plate, it is determined quite straightforwardly from the momentum law 

R=Qv, m.%..- I cosm + F (q, 9) 
1 

(3.6) 
va 
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where 

It is easy 
the function 

(3.7) 

to confirm that for urnax -) OQ the function F(r 1, r2) becomes 

4. From the general relations obtained above, a number of particular 
cases follow. 

Putting r1 = r2 = rO, we obtain the solution to the problem of the 

flow of a free gas jet past a plate [ 2 1. From (3.5) we find s = - =, as 

it must be. Equations (2.6) and (3.6) will give 

1 - = I -_Cosm + + 5 y-‘,“” 
d 

(1 - cos 2mn) 2, (q), R = Qv,, (1 - cos m) 
n-1 

Putting I = l/2 77, we obtain the solution to the problem of a gas jet 
issuing from a channel and striking an infinite plate. We note that this 

problem may also be considered as the problem of the impact of two jets 

issuing from two similar and symmetrically placed channels. 

The relative position of channel and plate shown in Fig. 1 corresponds 

to the case s < 0. For s > 0 we will have the solution to the problem of 

flow over a plate which is inside the channel at a finite distance from 

the opening. 

In particular, for DI = 0, we will have the solution to the flow past 

a plate in a channel whose opening is infinitely far away. This last 

problem, as was already noted byZhukovskii[3 I, is equivalent to the 

problem of flow out of a vessel of finite width and infinite length, which, 

for the case of a gas was solved by Falkovich [2 1. The method of Falko- 

vich was used, in fact, in the solution of the present problem. 

Putting r 1 = r 2 = 0 in (2.6), (3.5), (3.6), we obtain the solution to 
the problem of an incompressible fluid issuing from a channel and flowing 

past a plate. In this case the summation of the series is easy. The re- 
sult is 

1 
-=I-~cosm+~~inmlntg(~+~)+($-%)arctgz] 
d 

S _~__ 
d 

z: {sin m + p [cos m In tg T + (2 + 2) Ar th $]} 

R=Qq[S(?+?)-c.osm] 
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If in these last equations we put 

R* __t& 
VZ 

they can be easily obtained in the form given byZhukovskiil3 1. 
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